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Six Weeks Period: 2nd Six Weeks Grade Level & Course: 3rd Grade Math 

Timeline:  5 days Unit Title: 1st 6 Weeks Review and Assessment Week # 6 

Stated Objectives: 
TEK # and SE 

Tools, Communication, Justification: 
3.1(C) select tools, including real objects, manipulatives, paper and pencil, and technology 
as appropriate, and techniques, including mental math, estimation, and number sense as 
appropriate, to solve problems 
 
3.1(E) Create and use representations to organize, record, and communicate mathematical 
ideas. 
 
3.1(F) Analyze mathematical relationships to connect and communicate mathematical ideas.  
 
3.1(G) display, explain, and justify mathematical ideas and arguments using precise 
mathematical language in written or oral communication 
 
 
 
Problem Solving/Process Standards: 
3.1(A) apply mathematics to problems arising in everyday life, society, and the workplace 
 
3.1(B) use a problem-solving model that incorporates analyzing given information, 
formulating a plan or strategy, determining a solution, justifying the solution, and evaluating 
the problem-solving process and the reasonableness of the solution 
 
3.1(D) communicate mathematical ideas, reasoning, and their implications using multiple 
representations, including symbols, diagrams, graphs, and language as appropriate 
 
 
3.4(A) solve with fluency one-step and two-step problems involving addition and subtraction 
within 1,000 using strategies based on place value, properties of operations, and the 
relationship between addition and subtraction 
 
3.5(A) represent one- and two-step problems involving addition and subtraction of whole 
numbers to 1,000 using pictorial models, number lines, and equations  
 
3.5(E) Represent real-world relationships using number pairs in a table and verbal 
descriptions.  
 
 
Review and Assessment: 
3.2(A) compose and decompose numbers up to 100,000 as a sum of so many ten 
thousands, so many thousands, so many hundreds, so many tens, and so many ones using 
objects, pictorial models, and numbers, including expanded notation as appropriate. 
 
3.2(D) compare and order whole numbers up to 100,000 and represent comparisons using 
the symbols >, <, or =. 
 



3.4(A) solve with fluency one-step and two-step problems involving addition and subtraction 
within 1,000 using strategies based on place value, properties of operations, and the 
relationship between addition and subtraction 
 
3.4 (C) determine the value of a collection of coins and bills; 
 
3.4 (D)  determine the total number of objects when equally-sized groups of objects are 
combined or arranged in arrays up to 10 by 10 
 
3.5 (E) represent real-world relationships using number pairs in a table and verbal 
descriptions. 
 
3.6(A) (2013-2014) Identify and extend whole number patterns to make predictions and solve 
problems. 
 

3.8 (A) summarize a data set with multiple categories using a frequency table, dot plot, 
pictograph, or bar graph with scaled intervals; and 

3.8(B)  solve one- and two-step problems using categorical data represented with a 
frequency table, dot plot, pictograph, or bar graph with scaled intervals. 

See Instructional Focus Document (IFD) for TEK Specificity 

Key Understandings   

Misconceptions  

Key Vocabulary   

Suggested Day  
5E Model 

Instructional Procedures 
 (Engage, Explore, Explain, Extend/Elaborate, Evaluate) 

Materials, Resources, 
Notes 

Day 1- 
Engage/Explore/Explain 

As a class work through the 2nd 6 Weeks Review ● 2nd 6 Weeks 
Review 

Day 2 –Explore/Explain As a class work through the 2nd 6 Weeks Review ● 2nd 6 Weeks 
Review 

Day 3 –Explore/Explain As a class work through the 2nd 6 Weeks Review ● 2nd 6 Weeks 
Review 

Day 4 – Evaluate Students will complete the 2nd 6 Weeks Test independently. ● 2nd 6 Weeks 
Assessment 

Day 5 
–Extend/Elaborate 

Remediation as needed.  

 
Accommodations 
for Special 
Populations 

Accommodations for instruction will be provided as stated on each student’s (IEP) 
Individual Education Plan for special education, 504, at risk, and ESL/Bilingual.  

 


